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Abstract. There exist huge problems in the current practice of crisis response operations.
Response problems are projected as a combination of failure in communication, failure in
technology, failure in methodology, failure of management, and finally failure of observation. In
this paper we compare eight crisis response systems namely: DrillSim [2, 13], DEFACTO [12,
17], ALADDIN [1, 6], RoboCup Rescue [11, 15], FireGrid [3, 8, 18], WIPER [16], D-AESOP [4],
and PLAN C [14]. Comparison results will disclose the cause of failure of current crisis response
operations (the response gap). Based on comparison results; we provide recommendations for
bridging this gap between response operations and systems.
Key words and phrases. Crisis Management, Crisis Response, Crisis Response Systems, Multi-
agent Systems, Disaster Management, Gap Analysis.

1. Introduction

The crisis response domain is characterized as a virtual environment of required
distributed control, huge amount of data, uncertainty, ambiguity, multiple stakehold-
ers with different objectives, and limited resources which continually vary [1]. In
consequence of mentioned domain characteristics; crisis response systems require a
multi-disciplinary system design approach. One of the crisis response systems design
approaches is to mimic a crisis by conducting crisis drills over a sample region; incor-
porating information technologies in the process of response during the drill. Drills
are expensive and scripted to given crisis situations. Also, large scale testing solutions
are close to impossible to test via drills [2]. Another approach is to use simulation
and modeling tools. Simulation and modeling tools allow creating what-if scenarios
dynamically and determining the ability of the response to adapt to the changing
crisis requirements. Actually, simulation and modeling approach has an extra benefit
that reliable simulation model can be used for real-time support operations enhanc-
ing situational awareness and decision support [9]. Simulation and modeling systems
for crisis response consist of a set of integrated tools which will differ based on the
application they are designed for (Fig 1). Based on the definition of Integrated Emer-
gency Response Framework (iERF), simulation and modeling tools include six types
of tools. Planning tools are used for determination of impact of a crisis event, and/or
aiding development of the response action plans and strategies. Vulnerability analysis
tools are used for evaluation and assessment of response preparedness plans. Identi-
fication and detection tools are used for determining the possibility of the occurrence
of crisis event Training tools are used for training response personnel for handling
crisis events. Systems testing tools are used for testing of systems and equipments
used for crisis response. Real-time response support tools are used for evaluation
of the current/future impact of a crisis through real-time updates on the situation,
and evaluation of alternative actions/strategies evaluations which are then used to
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Figure 1. Integrated Emergency Response Framework (iERF) pro-
posed by NIST [9]

direct the response actions on the ground. The scope of the simulation tools can vary
from national level modeling for large disaster events such as volcanic explosions, to
modeling a city block for a scenario like a building explosion or fire.

In what follows, we present systems comparisons of current response systems which
are based on iERF and design requirements satisfaction. Then we recommend a set
of actions to bridge the response gap.

2. Systems Comparison

We have selected eight response systems: DrillSim, DEFACTO, ALADDIN, RoboCup
Rescue, FireGrid, WIPER, D-AESOP, and PLAN C for comparison to discover the
operations and systems gap. At first we have to project systems on the iERF Frame-
work axes to recognize how system response to crisis events (see Table 1).

2.1. The Response Gap. Given the first comparison results (system purpose, agent
methodology, and main feature), we need to identify the design requirements of re-
sponse operations. From previous work [10], we have ten design requirements for
crisis response systems. Figure 2 shows systems comparison based on these systems
design requirements.

Figure 2 comparison shows the gap: (i) Set of systems had failed to manage over-
loaded communication where others had failed to manage dynamic resources over
time. (ii) None of the compared systems had dealt with adaptation of system compo-
nents to environment changes or had dealt with tracking actors’ actions. (iii) Current
systems had focused on roughly supporting response activities with small interest on
improving the effectiveness of response operations. (iv) Systems development doesn’t
follow any standards in spite of existing standards waiting to be adopted in response
systems. (v) The recognized response gap will degrade the effectiveness or even stop
response operations in case of damaged systems components.

2.2. Recommendations. Design requirements [10] are proposed as the core func-
tionality required by future crisis response systems. Design requirements focus on
the high availability of response system beside the adaptation of system behavior
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Table 1. Crisis Response Systems Comparison based on iERF

System Purpose Crisis Entities (Agents) Main Features
Event Methodology

DrillSim Testing IT
solutions

Fire
Evacuation

- Agent be-
haviour has been
modelled as a
discrete process

-Integration with
other simulations
-Calibration of agent
behaviour
-Dynamic planning

DEFACTO Improving situa-
tion awareness in
response opera-
tions

Fire
Evacuation

- Agent has been
modelled in proxy
team formation

- 3D visualization
- Adjustable auton-
omy
-Conflict resolution
- Proxy framework

ALADDIN Model decen-
tralized systems
that can bring
together informa-
tion from variety
of heterogeneous
sources in order
to take informed
action

Fire
Evacuation

- System is com-
posed of reactive
and proactive
agents.
- Agents can
sense, act and
interact in or-
der to achieve
individual and
collective goals

- Sensors network
- Minimal agent com-
munication
- adaptive on-line de-
cision making
- Data fusion tech-
niques

RoboCup
Rescue

Large-scale
simulation for
urban-search and
rescue

Search
and rescue

- Agents collect,
store, and evalu-
ate information.
- Agents choose
best actions fit-
ting to the situa-
tion

- space-exploration
techniques
- Prediction for the
civilian’s life time
- Calibration of agent
teams behavior

FireGrid Pursue research
for developing
real-time re-
sponse systems
using the Grid

Fire
Evacuation

Command-and-
control (C2)
tasks.

- Self-Configuring
sensors network
- High level plan
- Agent safety and
security

WIPER Evaluate po-
tential plans of
action using a
series of GIS
enabled Agent-
Based simula-
tions

Predict
simple
movement
and traffic
patterns

-Web Service and
Service Oriented
Architecture
- Multi-Agent
System Design

- Anomaly detection
algorithm flagging
potential crisis
- Predict the course
of events

D-AESOP Model of situa-
tion awareness
into the envi-
ronment of BDI
agent based MAS

Medical
relief opera-
tions

- Extended BDI
Agent Model
- Medical relief
ontology

- Situation recogni-
tion process
- Event situation
plan
- Extended BDI
Model

PLAN C Improve planning
and response to
the public health
and medical
consequences of
a mass casualty
event

Public
health
and med-
ical relief
operations

A large number
of agents: Per-
son, Hospital,
On-Site Respon-
der, Ambulance
and Catastrophe

- Integration of medi-
cal, and public health
in the model
- Realistic models of
medical and respon-
der units effects
- Integration of GIS
data
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Figure 2. Systems Comparison based on systems design require-
ments [10]

and components to environement changes. Failure of communication is tackled by
exposing minimal communication and supporting intelligent communication devices
which adapt with available spectrums. Failure of technology is tackled by integration
with other components and systems. Failure of methodology is tackled by providing
adaptive planning and resource management. Failure of management is tackled by
distributed control and natural decision making. And finally, failure of observation is
tackled by gathering and fusing of information from different data sources. In addi-
tion, systems development should follow standards available like NIST or IEEE [9] to
improve the way systems integrate and exchange information.

3. Conclusion and IMAMCR Project Status

The state-of-art practice of crisis response systems confronts several challenges due
to the nature of crisis events. Challenges include failure of communication, technology,
methodology, management, and observation. Crisis response systems development
should take in consideration the design requirements of response systems to overcome
the response gap and to improve response effectiveness. In addition, following systems
standards will simplify the integration and exchange of information among systems.

We are working on IMAMCR (Intelligent Multi-Agent Model for Crisis Response).
IMAMCR is a self-defensible and adaptable response model based on the metaphor
of Artificial Immune System for pandemic flu response. IMAMCR consists of two
parts; (i) Decision maker view, and (ii) the response system. The decision maker
view is based on GISTool kit [7] to monitor the spread of pandemic flu through in-
teractive map of Egypt. IMAMCR design is considered to follow the response design
requirements. Thus, we have surveyed different agent architectures and frameworks
to support our goal. We have selected Cougaar Agent Architecture [5]. Cougaar is a
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middle-ware for building agent-based applications. Cougaar supports minimal com-
munication, different communication protocols, system components tolerance, dis-
tributed control, integration with other systems, agent learning, and agent planning.
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